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Abstract
In a competitive model where agents are subject to endogenous trading constraints, we
make the access to financial trade dependent on prices and consumption decisions. Our
framework is compatible with the existence of both credit market segmentation and market
exclusion. In this context, we show equilibrium existence in two scenarios. In the first one,
individuals can fully hedge the payments of segmented financial contracts by trading unsegmented assets. In the second one, it is assumed that agents may compensate with increments in present demand the losses of well-being generated by reductions of future
consumption.
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Introduction
Equilibrium in incomplete markets where agents are subject to restricted participation was
studied in seminal articles by [1], [2] and [3] or [4]. [1] guarantees equilibrium existence in
real asset markets under exogenous short-sale constraints. [3] or [4] and [2] explore a more
general framework in economies with nominal assets, considering restrictions given by closed
and convex sets containing the zero vector.
Subsequent contributions to this literature have encompassed different types of constraints.
Linear equality constraints were considered in [5] for nominal assets, and in [6] for real assets.
Meanwhile, constraints given by quasi-concave inequalities are studied in [7]. Nevertheless,
the most general approach remains to be the one in which restrictions are given by arbitrary
closed and convex set containing the zero vector, as in [3] or [4], [2], [8], [9], [10] or [11].
Recently, the focus has been the study of restrictions that are affected by endogenous variables. [7] and [12] include consumption-price dependencies. Borrowing constraints depending on first-period consumption or wealth are considered, respectively, by [13] and [14]. A
more general configuration is provided by [15], where the portfolio set depends on prices of
commodities and assets.
In this paper, we analyze the existence of equilibria in incomplete financial markets when
agents are subject to price-dependent trading constraints that affect the access to commodities
and regulate financial trade. Two results of equilibrium existence are developed. First, we add
investment constraints in [15], ensuring that a competitive equilibrium exists when individuals
can fully hedge segmented assets payments by trading unsegmented contracts. Secondly,
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requiring weaker assumptions on preferences, we extend the model and the results of [13]
allowing price-dependent trading constraints that affect the access to financial trade.
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Model
We focus on a two-period economy with a finite set of agents and uncertainty about the realization of a state of nature at the second period. Let S ¼ f0g [ S be the set of states of nature in
the economy, where s = 0 denotes the unique state at the first period and S denotes the finite
set of states that can be attained at the second period.
There is a finite number of commodities, which are perfectly divisible. Although previous
results of the literature allow the transformation of commodities between periods, to simplify
notation we focus on the case of perishable goods. However, our results can be easily
extended to a framework with durable commodities. Commodity prices are denoted by
p ¼ ðps Þs2S 2 RLS
þ , where L is the set of commodities available for trade at each state of
nature. Financial markets are composed by a finite set J of contracts and each j 2 J is characterized by price-dependent contingent promises (Rs,j(p))s2S which are continuous functions of
prices and satisfy (Rs,j(p))s2S 6¼ 0 for every p  0. Prices of financial contracts are denoted by
q ¼ ðqj Þj2J 2 RJþ . Let P ≔ RLS
 RJþ and E ≔ RLS
 RJ be, respectively, the space of prices
þ
þ
and the set of admissible consumption bundles and financial portfolios.
There is a finite set of consumers I. Each agent i is characterized by a strictly increasing,
strictly quasi-concave, and continuous utility function V i : RLS
! R, physical endowments
þ
LS
i
i
w ¼ ðws Þs2S 2 Rþþ , and trading constraints determined by a correspondence Fi : P ↠ E.
Hence, given ðp; qÞ 2 P, each agent i maximizes her utility function by choosing consumption
and financial positions in her choice set
( i i
)
ðx ; z Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ : p0  x0i þ q  zi  p0  wi0 ;
i
C ðp; qÞ ≔
:
P
ps  xsi  ps  wis þ j2J Rs;j ðpÞzji ; 8s 2 S:
This model is compatible with extreme cases of financial market segmentation, excluding
agents of the financial trade of some assets, i.e.,
fj 2 J : 9i 2 I; ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ ) zji ¼ 0; 8ðp; qÞ 2 Pg 6¼ ;:
Also, we can allow credit market exclusion, as some agents may not have access to liquidity
through financial contracts, i.e.,
fi 2 I : ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ ) zi  0; 8ðp; qÞ 2 Pg 6¼ ;:
Definition 1. A competitive equilibrium for the economy is a vector of prices, allocations, and
portfolios ððp; qÞ; ðx i ; z i Þi2I Þ 2 P  EI such that:
(i) Individual optimality: ðx i ; z i Þ 2 argmax V i ðxi Þ; for each i 2 I.
ðxi ;z i Þ2Ci ðp;qÞ

(ii) Market feasibility:

P
i2I

ðx i ; z i Þ ¼

P
i2I

ðwi ; 0Þ:

Under traditional assumptions on preferences and endowments, the difficulties that may
appear to ensure equilibrium existence are associated with the effect of trading constraints on
asset prices. Indeed, the restricted access to financial trade may increase the scarcity of instruments to transfer resources between periods. This situation may compromise the existence of
upper bounds for asset prices and, therefore, our economy cannot be truncated to ensure equilibrium existence using standard fixed-point techniques.
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These difficulties do not appear in the classical models without credit market segmentation.
Indeed, when agents can always short-sale any financial contract, upper bounds on asset prices
can be directly obtained by normalization of prices at the first-period. In our context, this normalization may compromise the well-behavior of choice set correspondences, inducing discontinuities on individual decisions. Indeed, since we do not require financial survival, i.e.,
that all agents have access to some amount of liquidity through any financial contract, after
normalization of first-period prices, choice set correspondences may have an empty interior.
We conclude this section with some basic assumptions ensuring that the well-behavior of
choice sets is not affected by trading constraints. The first of these hypotheses introduces some
regularity conditions on trading constraints. To shorten notations, given j 2 J , let b
e j 2 E be
the plan composed by just one unit of investment on asset j.
Assumption A
(i) For any i 2 I, Fi : P ↠ E is lower hemicontinuous with convex values and closed graph.
(ii) For any ðp; qÞ 2 P and i 2 I , (0, 0) 2 Fi(p, q) and Fi ðp; qÞ þ ðRLS
 f0gÞ  Fi ðp; qÞ.
þ
(iii) Given ðp; qÞ 2 P and j 2 J , there is an agent i 2 I such that Fi ðp; qÞ þ be j  Fi ðp; qÞ:
Notice that, in contrast to [15], we may allow for restrictions on investment and, therefore,
the property Fi ðp; qÞ þ RLS
 RJþ  Fi ðp; qÞ does not necessarily holds.
þ
Restrictions on trading constraints are also imposed through assumptions over the correspondence of attainable allocations O : P ↠ EI , defined as the set-valued mapping that associates prices with market feasible allocations satisfying individuals’ budget and trading
constraints, i.e.,
(
)
Y
X
X
i
i
i
i
i
i
Oðp; qÞ ≔ ððx ; z ÞÞi2I 2
C ðp; qÞ :
ðx ; z Þ ¼
ðw ; 0Þ :
i2I

i2I

i2I

Notice that, any element of O(p, q) satisfies budget constraints with equality.
Assumption B
For any compact set P  RLS
Oðp; qÞ is bounded.
þ ; [ðp;qÞ2PRJ
þ : ðp;qÞ0
Boundedness conditions for the set of admissible consumptions and portfolios are already
present in the literature. For instance, non-redundancy of asset payoffs induces this kind of
requirements. Nevertheless, in a more general setting it should be interesting to consider some
redundancy that arises when agents are restricted to participate in financial markets. Thus,
Assumption B allows redundancy in assets markets as is already discussed in the Proposition
and Example 4 by [15]. Our Assumption B is slightly stronger than the one required by [15]
(Assumption A3) and it can be replaced only in our first result (Theorem 1) by a weaker one.

Examples of trading constraints
In this section we show that our general approach to incomplete markets with trading constraints is compatible with the existence of security exchanges or assets backed by financial
collateral.

Example 1 (security exchanges)
Suppose that financial contracts are organized in exchanges, characterized by a partition
of the sets of financial contracts J ¼ J 1 [ J 2 [    [ J b . For each agent i let
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Giþ ; Gi : P ↠ fJ 1 ; . . . ; J b g be set-valued functions such that, for every ðp; qÞ 2 P,
8 i
z  0; 8j 2 Giþ ðp; qÞ;
>
>
< j
zji  0; 8j 2 Gi ðp; qÞ;
ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ
)
>
>
: zi ¼ 0; 8j 2
= Gi ðp; qÞ [ Gi ðp; qÞ:
j

þ

It follows that at prices (p, q), agent i can only short-sale assets in exchanges Gi ðp; qÞ,
whereas she can only invest in assets in exchanges Giþ ðp; qÞ. Also, the markets of debt and
investment are not necessarily segmented, as Giþ ðp; qÞ and Gi ðp; qÞ are not required to be
disjoint.
Since the same agent can participate in several exchanges, we obtain a model of exchanges
with heterogeneous participation, multi-membership, and price-dependent trading constraints. [16] address an equilibrium model with exchanges where individual preferences satisfy the kind of impatience condition imposed by [13]. Different to the example above, they
allow cross-listing and transactions fees.

Example 2 (financial collateral)
Since we allow for restrictions on investment, our model is compatible with the existence of assets
backed by financial collateral. For instance, assume that there are financial contracts j1 ; j2 2 J
such that, for any ðp; qÞ 2 P we have that: ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ ) maxfzji2 ; 0g  minfzji1 ; 0g
and Rs;j1 ðpÞ ¼ minfTs;j1 ðpÞ; Rs;j2 ðpÞg; where Ts;j : RLS
! Rþ is exogenously given.
þ
Hence, each unit of asset j1 delivers an amount Ts;j1 ðpÞ at state of nature s, and it is backed
by one unit of financial contract j2 in case of default. Notice that, as j2 serves as financial collateral, the investment in it may not be reduced without affecting trading feasibility.
These examples cannot be allowed in a model without investment restrictions. In the first
one, the exclusion of financial markets allows to segment the set of financial contracts into separated exchanges. In the second one, the existence of financial collateral induce frictions in
investment.

Existence of Equilibrium
When traditional fixed-point techniques are used to prove the existence of a competitive equilibrium, one of the main steps is to ensure that endogenous variables can be bounded without
adding frictions on the model. Since Assumption B induces endogenous bounds on market
feasible allocations, we only need to find upper bounds for asset prices.
With this objective in mind, some authors impose financial survival conditions, assuming
that every agent has access to resources by short-selling any financial contract (see [8], [10],
[17] and [11]). Thus, commodity and asset prices can be normalized without compromising
the lower hemicontinuity of individuals’ choice sets.
Notwithstanding, as we include financial market segmentation, we need to follow an alternative approach to establish bounds for asset prices. For this reason, we identify the set of
assets that always give access to liquidity: we refer to a financial contract j as unsegmented
when for every ðp; qÞ 2 P there is δ > 0 such that db
e j 2 \i2I Fi ðp; qÞ. For notation convenience, let Ju be the (possibly empty) maximal subset of J composed of contracts that are
unsegmented.
Since any agent can short-sale unsegmented contracts, their prices can be normalized without affecting the continuity of individual demands. For this reason, we focus on hypotheses
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that allow us to find bounds for segmented asset prices: the super-replication of its deliveries
by unsegmented contract promises or the compensation of losses on future consumption
through the increment of current demand.

Perfect-hedging of segmented contracts deliveries
In our first result of equilibrium existence we assume that promises of segmented contracts
can be super-replicated by the deliveries of unsegmented contracts, an hypothesis that was
imposed by [15] in a model without investment constraints.
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions A and B, a competitive equilibrium exists when for every
compact set P0  P there exists a portfolio of unsegmented asset b
z 2 RJþ u that super-replicates the
deliveries of segmented contracts, i.e.,
X
X
Rs;j ðpÞ 
Rs;k ðpÞb
z k;
8s 2 S; 8ðp; qÞ 2 P0 ;
j=
2J u

k2J u

and the following properties hold for any ðp; qÞ 2 P0 , i 2 I , and (xi, zi) 2 Fi(p, q),
(i) Given j 2 J u , ðxi ; zi Þ þ be j 2 Fi ðp; qÞ.
(ii) Given j 2
= J u and d 2 ½0; maxfzji ; 0g, ðxi ; zi Þ

db
e j 2 Fi ðp; qÞ.

Proof. This result follows for almost identical arguments to those made in the proof of the
main result of [15], CETM hereafter. Indeed, our hypotheses on utility functions, endowments,
and trading constraints ensure the well-behavior of individuals’ best-reply correspondences
and, therefore, there is an equilibrium in truncated economies in the sense of Lemma 2 of
CETM. Furthermore, there are endogenous upper bounds for segmented asset prices, which
can be obtained by following the arguments of Lemma 3 in CETM. This can be obtained by
reducing investment in segmented assets without affecting the trading admissibility and the
fact that all agents can increase the amount of investment on unsegmented assets, i.e., conditions (i) and (ii) in the statement of our Theorem. Finally, it follows from Lemma 4 in CETM
and condition (i) that, for sufficiently large upper bounds on asset prices, the set of equilibria
in truncated economies coincides with the set of competitive equilibria.
Comparing Theorem 1 with the main result of [15], it follows that the inclusion of trading
constraints affecting the trade of long-positions on financial contracts does not compromises
equilibrium existence provided condition (i) above holds.

Impatience on preferences
The second approach to equilibrium existence extends [13] in order to include price-dependent trading constraints and investment restrictions. Thus, we ensure the compatibility
between equilibrium without requiring the fully hedging of segmented asset promises and,
therefore, allowing the exclusion of financial markets as the set of unsegmented contracts can
be empty.
We also guarantee that the main result of [13] holds under weaker assumptions. In fact, we
only impose their impatience condition on a subset of agents. More importantly, in [13] it is
assumed that sets of trading admissible short-sales are compact, a hypothesis that is stronger
than the requirements of the next result.
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions A and B, there exists a competitive equilibrium if there is a
non-empty subset of agents I   I such that:
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L
i
i
(i) Given i 2 I  and ðr; xi Þ 2 ð0; 1Þ  RLS
þþ , there exists t ðr; x Þ 2 Rþ such that,
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
V ðx0 þ t ðr; x Þ; ðr xs Þs2S Þ > V ðx Þ:

(ii) Given j 2
= J u , there is i 2 I  and zi 2 RJ such that zji < 0 and
ð0; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ; 8ðp; qÞ 2 P.
The proof is given in Appendix A.
The requirement (i) in Theorem 2 holds independently of the representation of preferences,
and was introduced by [13] to analyze equilibrium existence in a model with borrowing constraints depending on first-period consumption ([18] extended the results of [13] including
price-dependent trading constraints in an environment with non-ordered preferences. As in
[13], it is assumed that correspondences of trading admissible allocations have compact values). Intuitively, it requires the existence of agents that, in terms of preferences, can compensate any loss in well-being associated with a reduction in future demand with an increment of
present consumption. The requirement (ii) in Theorem 2 guarantees that, for any segmented
contract, and independently of prices, there is at least one agent that can short-sale it without
the need to invest on other assets or to consume commodities. In particular, the conditions
required in Theorem 2 are satisfied when there is an agent h such that Vh is unbounded on
first-period consumption and, independent of prices ðp; qÞ 2 P, the zero vector belongs to the
interior of Fh(p, q).
In this context, the main idea behind the existence of upper bounds for asset prices is as follows: consider an agent i 2 I  such that, at prices ðp; qÞ 2 P, her optimal consumption allocation is market feasible. Suppose that, as an alternative to her optimal strategy, she decides to
make a promise on an asset j 2
= Ju using the borrowed resources to increase first-period consumption. Also, assume that this promise can be paid with her future endowments. As a consequence, if the new strategy generates a high enough liquidity, then she will ensure a utility level
greater than the one associated to aggregated endowments. A contradiction with the market
feasibility of her optimal allocation. Thus, qj needs to be bounded (see Lemma 1 in Appendix
A for detailed arguments).
Corollary. Under Assumptions A and B, assume that there is a set of agents I   I satisfying
condition (ii) of Theorem 2 such that,
8i 2 I  ; 9l 2 L :

i
i
V i ðxi Þ ¼ vli ðx0;l
Þ þ vi ððx0;r
Þr6¼l ; ðxsi Þs2S Þ;

where vli : Rþ ! R is a concave function. Then, there exists a competitive equilibrium for the
economy with endogenous trading constraints.
The proof is given in Appendix B.
Essentially, when there are agents whose utility functions satisfy the separability condition
above, we can construct an auxiliary economy where these individuals have preferences satisfying the requirement (i) in Theorem 2. Thus, we may obtain equilibrium existence by applying our previous result and showing that any equilibrium of the auxiliary economy is an
equilibrium of the original one. This corollary is inspired by a result of [19] (Corollary 2) for
equilibrium existence in infinite horizon incomplete markets economies.

Concluding Remarks
We provide a general framework for two-period economies with uncertainty where restricted
access to markets is considered. We extend the literature by allowing a general form of constraints in consumption and portfolios that we called trading constraints in the spirit of [15].
In the one hand, we include price dependence in trading contraints generalizing configurations where restrictions are exogenous to the model. In the other hand, we include frictions to
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investment opportunities that were not present before in the context of endogenous trading
constraints.
Our results combine two different alternatives to ensure equilibrium existence. The first
one, requiring perfect hedging of the financial structure that is segmented. The second, by
assuming a kind of impatience condition in agents’ preferences.
Some advantages of our approach are the generality of the configuration that includes several types of financial contracts, e.g. wealth-dependent access, borrowing constraints, commodity options, or financial collateral, and to dispense of differentiability assumptions over
trading restrictions.
This general configuration is interesting, in particular, because if they are complemented
with weaker conditions over the access to the market, then segmentation and/or exclusion of
markets are present in the model.
As a matter of future research, there are different directions to take. A first one that study
the relation between inter-temporal transfers and endogenous bounds for prices imposed by
super-replication or impatience in preferences. A second one exploring time variations of the
trading constraints, for instance, in order to consider credit contractions in the spirit of [20]. A
third way may include structures justifying the formation of exchanges in terms of networks
or group formation.

Appendix A: Proof of the Theorem 2
For each M 2 N, let PðMÞ ≔ P  ½0; M
LS
þ

P ¼ fððps Þs2S ; ðqj Þj2J u Þ 2 R

J nJ u

Ju
þ

R

:k ðp0 ; ðqj Þj2J u ÞkS ¼ 1

X
ðs;lÞ2SL

LS

s2S

i2I

ðp;qÞ2P

X

b ≔2
O

kps kS ¼ 1; 8s 2 Sg:

^

b #I O
b J ; where
 ½ O;
!
!
X
X
i
1 þ max max
ws;l
Rs;j ðpÞ ;

c þ N
Given N > 0, define KðNÞ ≔ ½0; 2W
bþ
c ≔ #J #I O
W

 P where

sup

sup

J nJ
ðp;qÞ2PRþ u : ðp;qÞ0

ðxi ;z i Þ

i2I 2Oðp;qÞ

j2J

k z i kS :

i2I

b is finite.
Notice that, Assumption C guarantees that O
I
I
Let CM;N : PðMÞ  ðKðNÞÞ ↠ PðMÞ  ðKðNÞÞ be the correspondence given by
Y i
CM;N ðp; q; ðxi ; zi Þi2I Þ ¼ M ððxi ; zi Þi2I Þ 
N ðp; qÞ;
i2I

where
M ððxi ; zi Þi2I Þ
i
N

 ðp; qÞ

≔

argmax

X X
ps 
ðxsi

ðp;qÞ2PðMÞ s2S

≔

argmax

wis Þ þ q 

i2I
i

X
zi ;
i2I

i

V ðx Þ;

8i 2 I :

ðxi ;z i Þ2Ci ðp;qÞ\KðNÞ

It follows from identical arguments to those given in [15] (Lemmata 1 and 2) that for each
(M, N)  0 the correspondence CM,N has a non-empty set of fixed points. Therefore, our
objective is to ensure that, for M and N large enough the fixed points of CM,N are competitive
equilibria for our economy. Hence, we need to determine upper bounds for prices of segmented assets.
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Lemma 1. Under the Assumptions of Theorem 2, let ðp; q; ðx i ; z i Þi2I Þ be a fixed point of CM,N
b > 0 such that, for N large enough,
c ; 8ðs; lÞ 2 S  L: Then, there is Q
satisfying x is;l < 2W
b 8j 2
q j  Q;
= J u:
c ri ¼ 0:25 min wis;l . Hence, property (i)
Proof. For any i 2 I  , let ρi 2 (0, 1) such that 2W
ðs;lÞ2SL

of Theorem 2 imply that

 i 
c ð1; . . . ; 1ÞÞ < V i 2W
c ð1; . . . ; 1Þ þ ti ðri ; 2W
c ð1; . . . ; 1ÞÞ; ws
V i ðx i Þ  V i ð2W
:
2 s2S
Fix j 2
= Ju and i ¼ iðjÞ 2 I  satisfying part (ii) of Theorem 2. Then, there is zi  0 such that
z < 0 and ð0; zi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ; 8ðp; qÞ 2 P. Since Fi has convex values and ð0; 0Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ, it
i
j

follows that ð0; εzi Þ 2 Fi ðp; qÞ; 8ε 2 ½0; 1. Also, the continuity of payoffs ensures that there is
εi 2 (0, 1) such that,
X
εi max max
Rs;k ðpÞ zki < 0:5 min wis;l :
ðp;qÞ2P

s2S

ðs;lÞ2SL

k2J

In addition, it follows from Assumption A(ii) that, for each
b ≔ max kti ðri ; 2W
c ð1; . . . ; 1ÞÞkS
N>N

 i2I

 i 
ws
i
i
i i
b
c
c
; εz
2 Fi ðp; qÞ \ KðNÞ:
2W ð1; . . . ; 1Þ þ t ðr ; 2W ð1; . . . ; 1ÞÞ;
2 s2S
b
Consequently, as ðx i ; z i Þ is an optimal choice for agent i in Ci ðp; qÞ \ KðNÞ
and zi  0, it
follows that
c k p 0 kS þ p 0  ðti ðri ; 2W
c ð1; . . . ; 1ÞÞ
2W

wi0 Þ >

εi q  zi  εi q j jzji j;

cþN
b Þ=ðεi jzji jÞ: Since i = i(j) was fixed, we can consider
which implies that q j  ð2W
c b
b ≔ max 2W þ N :
Q
j=
2J u
εiðjÞ jzjiðjÞ j
b N
b Þ: Then, each fixed
Lemma 2. Under the Assumptions of Theorem 2, fix ðM; NÞ  ðQ;
point of CM,N is a competitive equilibrium of our economy.
This result follows from identical arguments to those made in the proof of Lemma 4 in [15].

Appendix B: Proof of the Corollary
e i : RLS
For each agent i 2 I  , let V
! R be the function defined by
þ
i
i
i
e i ðxi Þ ¼ vlðiÞ
V
ðminfx0;lðiÞ
; 2W0;lðiÞ gÞ þ ri maxfx0;lðiÞ

i
2W0;lðiÞ ; 0g þ vi ððx0;r
Þr6¼lðiÞ ; ðxsi Þs2S Þ;

where lðiÞ 2 L is the commodity that satisfies the condition of the Corollary,
P
i
W0;lðiÞ ¼ h2I wh0;lðiÞ , and ri 2 @vlðiÞ
ð2W0;lðiÞ Þ. As customary,
i
i
i
@vlðiÞ ðxÞ ≔ fr 2 R : vlðiÞ ðyÞ vlðiÞ ðxÞ  rðy xÞ; 8y  0g denotes the super-differential of
i
i
vlðiÞ
at point x. Notice that, as W0 ≔ ðW0;l Þl2L  0, the monotonicity and concavity of vlðiÞ
i
ensure that @vlðiÞ ð2W0;lðiÞ Þ is a non-empty subset of Rþ .
e i gi2I  . Then, part (i) of TheoConsider the economy obtained by replacing fV i gi2I  with fV
rem 2 holds. Hence, Theorem 2 guarantees that there exists a competitive equilibrium
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ððp; qÞ; ðx i ; z i Þi2I Þ 2 P  EI for this auxiliary economy. To conclude the proof it is sufficient
to ensure that ðx i ; z i Þ satisfies V i ðx i Þ  V i ðxi Þ; 8i 2 I  ; 8ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Ci ðp; qÞ.
Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists i 2 I  and ðxi ; zi Þ 2 Ci ðp; qÞ such that
V i ðxi Þ > V i ðx i Þ. The market feasibility of consumption allocations ensures that, for every
e i ðx i Þ ¼ V i ðx i Þ and there exists λ 2 (0, 1) such that
l 2 L, x i0;l < 2W0;l . Therefore, V
i
i
lx 0;l þ ð1 lÞx0;l < 2W0;l ; 8l 2 L.
Since lðx i ; z i Þ þ ð1 lÞðxi ; zi Þ 2 Ci ðp; qÞ, we conclude that,
e i ðx i Þ ¼ V i ðx i Þ ¼ minfV i ðx i Þ; V i ðxi Þg < V i ðlx i þ ð1
V

e i ðlx i þ ð1
lÞxi Þ ¼ V

lÞxi Þ:

This contradicts the optimality of ðx i ; z i Þ for agent i in the auxiliary economy.
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